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Foreword 
In tandem with our spirit of keeping every student of SJIS encouraged and driven, we make it our 
personal goal to get them actively involved in the activities held, however minor or major their roles 
may be. We do not believe in keeping them confined within the four walls of their classrooms, as 
education and knowledge is widespread and they too, should be allowed to expound their thoughts 
and experience the fruits of knowledge. Let us begin browsing the month of exhilarating July! 
 
 
 
 
 
Principal’s Message 
Welcome to the latest issue of ‘On Pineapple Hill’ – behold the exuberant events of the month, where 

we covered aspects from academic skills to healthy living. The English Enhancement Programme was 

launched, with many forthcoming activities to appreciate the language. When one speaks of healthy 

living, it is not just merely about physical fitness. In fact, it covers holistic health which encompasses 

mental, emotional, social, and even spiritual factors as well. In this modernised era, there appears to 

be a glaring difference of the many facets of health. A dietitian may suggest ways to eat healthily, 

while a therapist may share methods of coping with stress. However, there is rarely a crossover 

guidance to fit the pieces together as a whole. In SJIS, we try our best to work along this line with 

multiple activities to ensure our members are holistically healthy. Hence, with the same vibrance and 

buzz, this issue takes you through our journey of events and activities in the month of July. We hope 

you enjoy reading each section, as much as we enjoyed penning everything down for you. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

“The Summer looks out from her brazen tower, 

through the flashing bars of July.”  

–  Francis Thompson 

mailto:info@sjis.edu.my
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On the Academic Front 
 
English Enhancement Programme 2019 
 
“English is flexible: you can jam it into a Cuisinart for an hour, remove it, and meaning will still 
emerge.” - Douglas Coupland  
 

As a major effort in instilling the love and 
appreciation for the English Language, SJIS 
launched its English Enhancement Programme.  
 
It was officiated by the respectable Principal, Mr. 
Suresh Dass and Vice-Principal, Dr Inderjeet 
Singh.  
 
The launch kicked off with a melodious song 
performance, comprising a group of students 
and one of our very own English teachers.  
 

There has been a myriad of interesting activities to further motivate our students to strengthen their 
understanding of the English Language, apart from them learning English in exciting ways. These 
beyond chalk and talk activities provide a more 
holistic approach to teaching and learning of the 
language.  
 
The ongoing and enriching activities include 
Interactive Reading Corner, English Quiz, Story 
Telling, Public Speaking and SJIS Giant Poem.  
 
It is our hope that the students would actively 
participate and enjoy all the activities planned, 
in order to further improve their command of 
the English Language. 
 
 
Earth Day 2019 – Competition Winners 
 

"The Earth is a fine place and worth fighting for.” - Ernest 
Hemingway 
 
In conjunction with Earth Day that was celebrated on 22nd 
April in SJIS, our Lower Secondary students were encouraged 
to participate in the ‘Design a Poster’ contest. The objective 
of this initiative by the Geography Department was to spread 
awareness and inspire students to care for our biodiversity.  
Congratulations to the winners:   
Gold Medal: Tan Xinyi (7-2); Silver Medal: Lau Yi Xuan (8-1) 
and Bronze Medal: Javier Yap (8-2). Well done, students! 
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SJIS’ TED-Talk 2019 
 
“All progress takes place outside the comfort zone.” - Michael John Bobak 
 

The Year 11 students of SJIS experienced an 
interactive journey through sessions of career 
path and life-changing moments.  
 
Mr Ozair Omar, a Corporate Advisor of Marketra 
Technologist, was welcomed by our Principal, Mr 
Suresh Dass. The SJIS TED-talk session was 
indeed informative and engaging for the 
students.  
 
This prominent individual stressed on the 
importance of 4 key criteria in ensuring success – 
DRESS CODE, MANNERISM, PUNCTUALITY and 
COMMUNICATION SKILLS. 
 
Mr. Ozair Omar, who studied both at St. John's 
Primary School and St. John's Institution, 
pursued his studies in the United States of 
America. As a Johannian, he shared many 
insights of being an effective entrepreneur.  
 
It was a fruitful session with our future-oriented 
students asking him many challenging questions.  
 
 
 

 
 
TIMO 2019 
 
“Life is a math equation. In order to gain the most, you have to know how to convert negatives into 
positives.” 
 
A great school exposes its students to a 
variety of scopes in education. SJIS had 
the honour of sending their students for 
Thailand International Mathematical 
Olympiad (TIMO) in Phuket, Thailand.  
 
TIMO is known as one of the most 
respected and prestigious competitions in 
the world; it is prioritised to those who 
have received High Distinction, Distinction 
and High Credit in Depth of Knowledge 
Assessment (DOKA). It is also open to 
Malaysian students who have received 
Gold / Silver Awards in other Math Competitions under the SMO Education Group. 
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SJIS sent 4 students to participate in this 
competition – Puah Yufan (Year 7), Wayan Wong 
JianWei (Year 10), Tan Jia Jun (Year 11) and Ewan 
Koay Chien Liang (Year 11). These students had to 
undergo two rounds – mock test and assessment 
proper.  
 
Their mathematical and problem-solving skills 
were maximised, to climb the wheel of success.  
 
Phua Yufan (Year 7), Wayan Wong JianWei (Year 
10) and Ewan Koay Chien Liang (Year 11) obtained 

a Bronze medal each, while Tan Jia Jun (Year 11) attained a Silver medal.  
 
Following our incentive plan, Award 
for Silver or equivalent received RM 
1000 and Award for Bronze or 
equivalent received each RM 750. In 
total, our students won 1 Silver and 
3 Bronze awards. 
 
SJIS BOG Advisor, Tunku Dato' Seri 
(Dr.) Iskandar Tunku Abdullah, Mr. 
Jayapal, BOG and our Principal Mr. 
Suresh Dass presented the deserving 
students with mock cheques and 
prizes.  
 
Tunku Abdullah Debate Challenge (TADC) 2019 
 

“Every candidate goes into every debate hoping that 
they can own a particular moment.” – Peter Jennings 
 
The much awaited Tunku Abdullah 
Debate Challenge (TADC) 2019, 
jointly organised by Direct English 
Malaysia and SJIS was an immense 
success.  
 
 

Special acknowledgements were given to all the teachers and student spectators 
of respective schools, who turned up in great significance. This 2nd edition has 
succeeded in bringing together an even greater number of schools – 8 
international schools, 7 national schools and 2 Chinese independent schools - with one school hailing 
all the way from Sibu, Sarawak! The debaters were so eloquent and analytical, that they sparked heat 
during the debate sessions. 
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For both categories of TADC 2019 
Grand Finals, our distinguished judges 
were Y.A.M. Tunku Zain Al-'Abidin 
ibni Tuanku Muhriz, who is an author, 
writer, columnist and co-founder of 
The Malaysia Think Tank, better 
known as The Institute for Democracy 
and Economic Affairs – IDEAS; Mr 
Tony Collingridge, OBE, the Capital 
Investment Specialist to the UK 
Department for the International 
Trade; Y.M. Tunku Halim bin Tunku 
Abdullah, an Advocate and Solicitor 
by training, as well as an award 

winning author; Y.Bhg. Dato' Steve Day, the Founder and Chief Executive of Vision Media Four Group; 
and last but not least, Y.M. Datin Dr. Hjh. Raja Mazuin Bt. Raja Abd. Aziz, the Vice-President II, 
Malaysian English Language Teaching Association (MELTA). 
 
S.M.K Desa Perdana won 3 trophies for Under-18 category. 
Kushiiribeth A/P Ganasan received her winning trophy as U-18 TADC 
Best Speaker (Female), while Lee Su Yi won the trophy for TADC Best 
Speaker Runner-Up (Female); TADC Best Speaker Runner-Up (Male) 
trophy was won by Kho Zi Jian. Amir Hakim bin Ramzulhakim from 
Sayfol International School bagged the TADC Best Speaker (Male) title. 
Firza Azureen binti Ridzuan from S.M.K Puteri Titiwangsa won her 
trophy as TADC Best Speaker Runner-Up (Female), while Cristiano 
Leonardo walked away as TADC Best Speaker Runner-Up (Male). The 
students from ELC Sungai Buloh, Thamini A/P Vijeyasingam and 
Kaushal Agarwal won titles as TADC Best Speakers (Male & Female) 
categories. Happiness and a sense of accomplishment could clearly be 
seen on the winners faces, as well as their teachers'.  

 
Next, it was the most nail-biting moment of the 
event - TADC Under 15 and Under 18 
Championship trophies for the winning schools. 
Loud roars of cheers and applause followed, 
when S.M.K Convent Bukit Nanas was announced 

as the Overall Champion for Under 18 category, 
while S.M.K Desa Perdana won the trophy for 
TADC 1st Runner Up.  
ELC Sungai Buloh won the TADC Championship 
Trophy for Under 15 category, whereas Cempaka 
International School won the trophy for TADC 1st Runner Up. 
As said by Tom Clancy, "a lively discussion is usually helpful, because the hottest fire makes the hardest 
steel"; it was certainly an eventful moment for debaters and guests alike. 
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The Lasallian Touch 
 

“Lasallian Education: Touches the heart and mind 
of every student whether they realise it or not.” - 
Charlotte Viguerie 
 
In line with the 300th anniversary after Saint La 
Salle’s entry into eternal life, we welcomed Mr 
Isaac Stephen, the programme coordinator of Ipoh 
La Salle centre.  
 
He gave his insights on the significance of 
attending school, both on personal and national 

level education which have been shown to increase economic growth and stability. One of the most 
important benefits of education is how it improves personal lives and helps societies run smoothly.  
 
Students should be aware of the dignity which 
should be accorded to every individual as a 
human being, and of how the provision of basic 
needs especially education, is vital to human 
dignity. He also mentioned that it is important 
to serve the community by reaching out to the 
society in ways we can as this will promote 
holistic learning. These are all in accordance 
with the three Lasallian values: Faith in God, 
Working Together as a Community and 
Spirituality, and Self Respect. 
 
IJMO 2019 
 
"Mathematics is the tool specially suited for dealing with abstract concepts of any kind and there is 
no limit to its power in this field." - P. Dirac 

 
Two students from St John’s International School (SJIS) participated in 
IJMO, which was held in Bangunan Peperiksaan Universiti Malaya. 
 
International Junior Math Olympiad (IJMO) is the latest annual 
mathematical problem-solving assessment organised by SMO Education 
Group. Keeping in mind the main goal of providing a strategic ground for 
students to interact and compete against their worthy opponents, IJMO is 
the ideal platform to showcase each student’s potential and Mathematical 
talent in the International Math competitions arena.  
 
IJMO empowers students with deep and effective conceptual 

understanding, as well as logical thinking skills beyond Grade-level. This enables them to be more aptly 
logical and analytical in solving challenging Math Olympiad problems. The students were assessed 
based on their advanced level of problem-solving skills. Congratulations to our achievers who made it 
to the ‘Honourable Mention’ list:  
 
Phua Yufan (Year 7) 
Ewan Koay (Year 11) 
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Vanda Science Competition Finals 2019 
 
"The brain needs to be regularly challenged in order to attain its uttermost performance." - Frank 
Knoll 
 
Five SJIS students took part in the Vanda Science Competition Finals and emerged as winners. 
Vanda is an International Science Competition held annually around the globe. It is designed to focus 
on students' abilities to think critically and creatively to extract hidden information to aid them in 
solving the questions. 
 
The competition, held in Bangunan Peperiksaan, Universiti Malaya, comprised of two rounds – 
Individual Paper Based Assessment (60 minutes) and Team Challenge (2.5 hours).  
 
There were participants from different 
countries such as Singapore, Vietnam, 
China, India and Philippines who joined 
the competition. It was the first time 
our students reached the final stage of 
this competition, and the icing on the 
cake was that they rose to the top.  
Congratulations to the winners: 
 
 
 
Round 1 

Gold Award Tan Jia Jun 11-2 

Silver Award Kuan Jun Han 11-1 

Bronze Award Danial Hakim bin Ahmad Faiz 7-1 

Honourable Mention Liew Zhi Kang 10-2 

 
Round 2 

Bronze Award 
Tan Jia Jun 

Liew Zhi Kang 
Danial Hakim bin Ahmad Faiz 

11-1 
10-2 
7-1 

 
 
SJIS’ World of Sports + Club Initiative  
 
Cross Country and Charity Run 2019 

 
“We cannot do great things on this 
Earth, only small things with great 
love.” – Mother Teresa 
 
SJIS’ first-ever Cross Country and 
Charity Run 2019 was a triumphing 
accomplishment.  
The event, an effort by SJIS’ Interact 
Club, was held at the Perdana 
Botanical Garden, Kuala Lumpur, and 
was aimed at raising funds.  
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Apart from that, this event was also organised to have the existing sports houses compete for the 
Cross Country Run 2019 Challenge Trophy. 
 
The event was flagged 
off by Mr Joel Tan, the 
President of Metro KL 
Rotary Club, as well as 
our Principal, Mr Suresh 
Dass.  
 
The participants had to 
complete a 6km course, 
while passing through 
33 checkpoints.  
 
 
The top 7 finishers in the 8 categories contributed points for their respective sports houses, from 10 
points for the 1st position to 2 points for the 
7th position.  
 
Our Guest of Honour, Mr Joel Tan, received 
a plaque of appreciation from Yang Mulia 
Tunku Dato’ Seri (Dr.) Iskandar Bin Tunku 
Abdullah, SJIS’ Campus 2 BOG Chairman and 
Campus 1 Advisor. The beautiful plaque was 
a unique “Batik on Wood” artwork designed 
by our artistic Handicraft Club students. 
 
Listed below are the winners, by respective 
categories: 
 
Class 1 Girls Category 

1st  Emma Lim Cambridge  45m46s 

2nd  Yee En Jie Oxford  48m48s 

3rd  Jbhel Kristen Chu Oxford 49m16s 

 
Class 1 Boys Category 

1st  Sean Wee Glasgow  38m18s 

2nd  H’anz Xuan Liew Cambridge  41m42s 

3rd  Wong Kar Wai Cambridge  41m43s 

 
Class 2 Girls Category 

1st  Bailey Liaw Oxford  39m56s 

2nd  Leong Jia Wen Cambridge  41m29s 

3rd  Low Chloe Glasgow  43m16s 

 
Class 2 Boys Category 

1st  Sean Chin Zi Feng Cambridge  30m48s 

2nd  Chung Siow Yang Cambridge  31m23s 

3rd  Chun Jia Bao Oxford  36m11s 
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Class 3 Girls Category 

1st  Paula Mikki Oxford  39m15s 

2nd  Natalie Gan Cambridge  40m55s 

3rd  Cheng Hor Yan Oxford  40m57s 

 
Class 3 Boys Category 

1st  Adam Lim Cambridge  27m14s 

2nd  Lam E Heng Glasgow  27m26s 

3rd  Bryan Liaw Oxford  29m48s 

 
Open Category Female Winners 

1st  Alia Victoria  34m21s 

2nd  Joey Tan Soh Wei 39m05s 

3rd  Fazreen  40m54s 

 
Open Category Male Winners 

1st  Bernard Chong  33m05s 

2nd  Cheong Eelic 34m20s 

3rd  Surendran  34m51s 

 
The Runner Up Sports House was Oxford, with a total of 186 points; while Cambridge swept the SJIS’ 
Cross Country Run Challenge Trophy, with a whopping 210 points. 

Congratulations to all the 
participants and winners for 
exhibiting great sportsmanship, 
while maintaining a positive 
spirit. 
The event was an overall 
success, with 91 participants 
from the general public and 
personal contributions from a 
parent and Rotary Club, Kuala 
Lumpur. These mounted to a 
total of RM 4,740. All proceeds 

will be channelled to multiple organisations such as the Spastic Children’s Association of Selangor and 
Federal Territory, Victory Children’s Home and SJIS Charitable Initiatives. 

 
Special mention goes out to our sponsors for 
their generous contributions in partaking in 
this noble cause. Our heartfelt appreciation 
goes to Milo and Revive, for providing us with 
2000 cups of Milo and 750 bottles of Isotonic 
Revive drinks. We would also like to thank Mr 
Dinesh, from FitLab, for sponsoring 100 
vouchers worth RM 200 of 1-month gym 
membership with a session led by a personal 
trainer. 
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What’s New, in SJIS?  
 
SJIS Privilege Card 
 
Staff and Alumni of SJIS can now enjoy benefits with the privilege card. Do expect to reward yourselves 
with some good discounts at the selected ‘Olive Tree Group’ outlets, such as: 
 

- 15% off all F&B (except promo items) 
- Special Happy Hour price for Alumni all day 
- Special Monthly promos designed specifically for Alumni 
- Exclusive Events (Free Invites) 
- No cover charge if Privilege Card is shown at the door 

  
Look out for more postings on this from time-to-time. 
 
What’s Next, in SJIS? 
 
IGCSE Seminars  
 
The Year 11 teachers are diligently doing all that they can to prepare the candidates for the IGCSE 
examination. They will conduct seminars to share effective answering skills and guidelines pertaining 
respective subjects. The candidates are expected to gain valuable information from these seminars. 
 
Cultural Exchange Programme  
 
Discover Manila and see what it has to offer! All students are encouraged to join the upcoming Cultural 
Exchange Programme, which will be held from 11th August 2019 to 14th August 2019. To obtain more 
information, do check out our social media sites. 
 
Finale 
 
SJIS has been outstanding and hands-on this month, with many activities on the go. We strongly go by 
the belief that individuals can progress and improve if they leave their comfort zones and ‘take the 
bull by the horns.’ With that, the stars shall keep glimmering upon us. Keep striving for excellence, 
SJIS!  
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